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Advice Notes: The Revised National Curriculum and Skills 

Framework in Wales    

 
In the past two years the Welsh Assembly Government has introduced far-reaching changes 

in the National Curriculum, with a particular emphasis on skills-based learning. During the 

Building a Learning Legacy, year 2 project, GEM invited a number of regional curriculum 

advisers, Bethan James (Cymni Cynnal), John Evans (Powys), Don Trueman (Newport) to 

share their expertise and experience of the new curriculum. The following advice notes 

background information on the new curriculum and guidance on how to plan heritage 

learning which mirrors the recent curriculum changes. 

  

General introduction to the new curriculum 

The key features of curriculum 2008 are reduced subject matter, increased emphasis on 

skills, flexibility in organising learning and new content. 

  

Reduced subject matter 

In terms of reduced subject matter, although there are more topics, teachers are 

encouraged to choose a few topics and look at them in more depth than previously. It is less 

about the details and more about asking how and why things happened.  

  

Increased emphasis on skills 

There is a much greater emphasis on skills now, both through Curriculum Cymreig and 

through the Skills Framework (3-19). 

  

Flexibility in organising learning 

Flexibility in teaching the curriculum means that not every lesson has to involve writing and 

in fact there is a much greater push towards other communication skills such as presenting, 

role play, debate, ICT etc 
  

New content 

In terms of new content and with particular reference to the history curriculum, the 

following applies: 

• The Age of the Princes (AD1000 to 1500) is a new option alongside Tudors & 

Stuarts. 

• Two contrasting periods in the 20th Century. 

• 19th Century study (relating the local area to a national and international context – 

the local area is defined by what resources a school has near to them so may not be 

the immediate vicinity). 

• Every aspect of the history curriculum should start with evidence from the local 

area. This has important repercussions for heritage organisations. Heritage 

organisations are a source of this evidence and they have the expertise to interpret 

it. Heritage organisations can provide more content and can enable learners to adopt 

an enquiry-based approach to learning. There is more opportunity for skills-based 

learning in a heritage setting. 

  



The skills framework 

The four core skills 

The skills framework emphasises four core skills – thinking, communication, ICT and 

number. These skills underpin the whole curriculum and should be explored in all subject 

areas. Skills-based learning activities should be enjoyable and interesting. They should be 

about generating curiosity, promoting enquiry and encouraging a variety of different 

communication methods. 

  

Over time and through a range of different learning activities, learners can and should 

develop these four core skills. The potential development of these four skills is outlined in 

the Skills Framework document from pages 14 to 26b. See Sources of further information. 

  

Thinking skills 

One of the four core skills, the development of this set of skills is particularly pertinent to 

the history curriculum and consequently to the work of heritage organisations. Central to 

developing thinking skills is metacognition – awareness of your thinking (cognitive) 

processes and the efficient use of this self-awareness to self-regulate these processes. 

  

Thinking skills are divided into three main processes – planning, developing and reflecting – 

and each of these processes is broken down further into aspects. Moreover, these various 

processes and aspects can be related to the specific subject skills that the learner will be 

developing at the same time. Gwent Primary History Resource Service has produced a 

document which explores how thinking skills can be explored through KS2 History. The 

document is called Thinking Skills in KS2 History. See Sources of further information. 

  

Historical skills 

Within each subject area, there are more specific skills to be explored and developed 

through learning. These are chronological awareness, knowledge and understanding, 

interpretation of history, historical enquiry, organisation and communication 

  

As with the four core skills, learners are expected to develop their historical skills over the 

course of their school life. Gwent Primary History Resource Service has produced a 

document which illustrates how learners might develop these skills throughout KS2. The 

document is called Progression in skills & understanding and expectations of attainment in 

KS2 History. It can be downloaded here. See Sources of further information. 

  

Assessment for learning 

Underlying these changes in the curriculum and the emphasis on skills-based learning, is a 

new assessment model for monitoring and developing young people’s learning. Both 

teachers and learners are required to be aware of this. It represents a shift away from the 

assessment of learning model that has previously been used. Assessment of learning has 

traditionally been involved with marks and grades given, for example, at the end of an 

activity, topic or year to measure and prove learning. Assessment for learning, on the other 

hand, is formative assessment. This means that assessment takes place during the learning 

process and seeks to improve the learning rather than measure performance at the end of 
it. It is characterised by: 

• Learning intentions - inform pupils about what they are going to learn, and why. 

• Success criteria - are the steps or key ingredients that are pertinent to the new 

learning. Pupils and teachers negotiate these before the learning begins, and it is only 

these items that the pupils are measured against. 



• Formative feedback - provides pupils with information on the successful areas of 

their learning performance as well as areas to improve next. Feedback should be 

based on the agreed success criteria. 

• Effective questioning - is about asking questions in a way that provides you with key 

information that you can use to determine where learning currently is, expand 

learning, and plan for future learning. It is also about encouraging more pupil 

questioning. 

• Peer- and self-assessment and self-evaluation consider not only what they and their 

peers have learnt but also how they learn best. 

  

The contribution of heritage organisations  

Schools in Wales are gradually adjusting to these changes in the national curriculum, but 

there are significant ways in which heritage organisations can support them in making these 

changes. 

  

The new curriculum requires teachers to be confident in teaching in a wide-range of areas 

and through a range of methods. Heritage organisations can put together packages for 

teachers to help them deliver a wider range of learning – online resources, tailored learning 

experiences at heritage sites, outreach services to schools, guidance on teaching methods 

common in heritage organisations i.e. object-handling, working with primary sources etc. 

  

Teachers are also increasingly being required to explore their local area, particularly in 

terms of heritage, and use it as a source of material for learning. Heritage organisations are 

the ideal vehicle for interpreting local communities and local history and they should seek to 

form supportive relationships with schools to help them utilise the local area. 

  

As described in the previous section, it is clear that learning experiences at heritage 

organisations are ideal forums for developing the skills emphasised in the new curriculum. 

Heritage organisations should make every effort to review and develop their learning 

programmes to ensure that skills development is at the heart of all learning activities. At one 

of the BaLL2 training events, Bethan James ran an activity in which delegates were provided 

with cards detailing learning practice and learning activities which contributed to the 

development of learners’ skills. Delegates sorted these cards in categories of “I currently do 

this at my organisation”, “I sort of/nearly do this at my organisation”, “I don’t do this at my 

organisation”. You might find these cards helpful in suggesting new ways of working with 

learners in order to connect to the Skills Framework. See Sources of further information. 

  

Sources of further information 

• Points to consider while planning learning experiences can be found on the Building a 

Learning Legacy section of the GEM online resources. Bethan James has produced this 

valuable document which details publications which can help education professionals 

in the heritage sector plan and develop learning which connects to the skills 

framework and the new national curriculum. 

• How do school visits contribute to the development of learners’ skills? can be found on the 

Building a Learning Legacy section of the GEM online resources. Bethan James 
produced these cards which are helpful in suggesting new ways of working with 

learners in order to connect to the Skills Framework. 

• Progression in skills and understanding and expectations of attainment in KS2 History can 

be found on the Building a Learning Legacy section of the GEM online resources. 

Produced by Don Trueman, this illustrates how learners might develop historical 

skills throughout KS2. 
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